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Sandstone Ice Park
Sandstone is a small town just off of Interstate 35 halfway between the Twin Cities and Duluth.
The ice climbing is located in Robinson Park which hosts the Sandstone Ice Park. The ice park
has an abundance of ice climbing and some mixed climbing. All of the climbs are easily
toproped using either bolts or trees for the anchor. There are a few mixed climbs that are bolted,
and a few that are leadable on trad gear.
There are a few amenities in town including two gas stations, a grocery store, two restaurants and
a bar. The two restaurants are Jan and Gary’s and Amy’s Country Café. Both are great options
for breakfast after a cold night of camping in the quarry.
Rock climbs should not be drytooled or mixed climbed, except for the few exceptions that are
listed in this guide. Drytooling does damage the rock and could significantly alter a rock climb.
Some of the mixed climbs rely heavily on dirt, moss and other vegetation. Please be delicate
with these climbs. They will change significantly if the moss and dirt is pulled off. Such climbs
should NOT be climbed if the dirt and moss is not frozen. Please stay off these climbs during
warm weather!
If Sandstone is your primary place to ice climb, keep in mind that the climbs might be
significantly easier than what the ratings are in this guide. Some seasons there can be a long time
between ice farming sessions. When this happens, the climbs will get hooked and beat out. This
makes the climbs much much easier than a virgin climb of the same grade. Sometimes the
climbs get beat out enough that you can swap out your crampons for flip flops.
Directions: The City of Sandstone is about one and a half hours from the twincities. Take 35
north to exit 191 and turn right onto MN 23 E. Then take a slight right onto MN 123/
Mainstreet. In the middle of town, take a right onto 3rd St./ MN 123. Turn Left onto Old Wagon
Road. There will be a hard to notice sign for Robinson Park. If you go over a small bridge at the
bottom of the hill, you have gone too far. After you enter the park, there will be a parking lot at
the bottom of the hill. Take a left onto a small dirt road and then another left after a couple
hundred feet. There is an abundance of places to park within view of the ice climbs.
Rental Equipment
If you or one of your friends hasn’t yet taken the plunge and purchased an ice climbing kit, don’t
worry. There are four places to rent ice climbing equipment in Minnesota. The U of M, UMD,
Vertical Endeavors St. Paul and Hard Water Sports in Sandstone. Full contact information is
located in the appendices.
Bolted Anchors
Many of the anchors at Sandstone and Casket Quarry are “Meat Hooks” or steel hooks with a
small gate like you would find on a winch or come-along. These anchors were designed to have

the rope placed directly in the hooks. Whether your setting up a rap line, a toprope or lowering
off after a lead, feel free to put the rope directly into the hooks. Be conscious of the cliff edge
when toproping in this style at Sandstone.

A climber experiencing ice lit from behind.

Pump House Pit
You have likely passed by this area a dozen times and not noticed the climbs. The climbs are
located at the bottom of a swampy pit next to the pump house and near the Necessary Rooms.
These climbs are the first climbs you will come to as you drive into the park. If you look at the
right time you can see the ice climbs on your left as you drive past the Pump House on your
way into the park. Be conscious when walking around in the pit as the ground is often soft and
unfrozen due to the warm water coming from the pump house.

Carter Stritch on the FKA of Mushy with a very thin Necessary Movements on the right. Photo: Jeff Engel

Mushy WI3+ M2 12m
This is the left hand of the two short flows next to the pump house. It starts out steep and slowly
eases off a little at the top. Once you are on the ledge on top of the ice, climb the short rock
section to the top. It is possible to get a cam or two in the rock section.
Necessary Movements WI3 M3 12m
This climb is just to the right of Mushy. It starts on the ice and then goes to a small ledge where
you traverse ten feet to the left and continue up the 6 foot step on rock and moss to the trees
above. A short climb with a novel exit and the elusive resource of natural Sandstone Ice Park
ice.
Necessary Corner WI4 M6 or D7
This is the crack located in the northern corner. Some years the crack fills up with fat ice. Other
years it is mostly dry. Lots of torquing and tool slotting with few feet. The crack takes good
gear. There is a two bolt anchor below the lip of the cliff. It is not possible to access the anchor
from the top of the cliff. To toprope the route, setup an anchor on trees or rap down and place a
rope in the bolted anchor.

Carter Stritch on a fat Necessary Movements. Photo: Gavin Purcell

Necessary Left
This climb and the one to the right are new toprope drytooling routes. Neither route is equipped
with protection bolts for leading. Both anchors are easily accessed from the top of the cliff by
walking up the bunny slope
Necessary Right
The drytooling route closest to the Necessary Rooms with a chain anchor.
Severed Finger Corner
Severed Finger WI 4This corner is just to the right of the Booty Wall and filled up with ice the winter of 2015. That
year the the connection to the city water system broke which caused significant flooding above
the climb. It is not known how often in forms as a natural flow. It is possible to rap off of trees or
walk off down the wood ladder to the north.

Mini Wall
This is a short wall located below the New Wall and the bench below the New Wall. There are 4
vertical ice climbs and all of them are about 12 to 15 feet tall. This wall is often overlooked
because of the much taller and more interesting climbs. A toprope is easily setup by accessing
the top using the short ladder to the left of the Stage Wall.
New Wall
This area is directly to the left around the corner from the Stage Wall and is primarily ice
climbs. The right hand side is the tallest and tapers off to the left with shorter climbs with steps.
It is the most recently developed wall for ice farming at the park with farming beginning the
season of 2015/16. Access to this wall from below can be gained by using the short wooden
ladder to the left of the Stage Wall.

Stage Wall
The stage wall is the most obvious and striking of all the walls. It looms over the parking area
and picnic tables. All three climbs on the stage wall are easily setup with top ropes or lead.
Left WI5 73 ft
Middle WI5 73 ft
Right WI5 73 ft
The right hand pillar tends to be the first of the stage wall pillars to come in condition.

Kendra Stritch leading the right pillar on the Stage Wall while Adrien films.

Light Wall
This wall is directly right of the stage wall and is about half as tall as the Stage Wall. It is vertical
and is almost completely covered in farmed ice. In the middle of the wall is where the lighted ice
is. The summer drytooling route are on the far right of the wall.

Jon Jugenheimer leading an iced up Exit Stage Right.

Exit Stage Right M6 55 ft
Just to the right of the Stage Wall is a crack in a slight open book corner. Depending on
how the ice has formed up, the crack may be dry and able to accept gear, or it may be filled with
ice. The crack is climbable in the summer as a mungy 5.8 that can be protected on gear. There is

a two bolt meat hook anchor at the top allowing for an easy toprope setup or easy lower after the
lead.

Carter Stritch leading Exit Stage Right. Photo: Chris Worlow

The next three climbs were originally bolted as rock climbs, but are now rock climbed and
drytooled. If drytooling these routes without ice, please use rock shoes instead of crampons. This
will preserve some of the smaller edges and features. During the ice season, these routes are
usually covered by farmed ice. It can be possible to clip a few of the bolts on an ice lead. Do not

drytool the rock climb Spray which is located on the arête next to the bench and to the right of
Dimples.
Mad Dogs
5.10c 50 ft
7 bolts to a chain anchor.
Community Service 5.10d 50 ft
6 bolts to a chain anchor.
Dimples
5.10a 50 ft
Generally started with a bomber reverse steinpull in the drill hole. 6 bolts to a chain
anchor.
Main Wall / Waterfall Wall
The waterfall wall is where it all started for the sandstone ice park. This section forms up every
year when the pond/swamp above has enough water, which is fairly often.

A busy weekend at the Main Flow.

Quick Silver M5+ 55 ft
This is the corner to the left of the main flow of ice. It can be lead on gear, and can be
different every year depending on how the ice forms. Rock gear, especially small gear is needed
for the lead. Some years this climb might be completely covered with farmed ice.

Wahtusi Crack
M5+ 55 ft
An ice flow leads up to a slightly diagonal hand sized crack. It is a great climb to practice
placing trad gear while mixed climbing. The topout generally gets easier as the season progresses
and more ice accumulates on the ledge above the climb. The earlier it is in the season, the more
mixed it is going to be. Later in the season, the top is sometimes completely covered with ice. In
years with particularly wet falls, the Waterfall may cover the climb completely with natural ice.
The two meat hooks at the top of the climb make it easy to toprope or lower off after leading. A
few screws and a few hand sized cams is usually sufficient mid season.
Pond Scum M8-/M8

A bolted drytooling route located on the
left hand side of the pond.
Slight of Hand M7/M8
The climb starts out on 15 feet of ice and
quickly turns to large drytooling moves
that are sometimes dynamic depending on
your height. Some of the holds have been
breaking off, forcing you to move off of
dicey looking placements. At about half
height there is a “flake” that originally
required the climber to use their hands.
Increased traffic has unfortunately created
a few other options. Quiet feet and
deliberate foot placements will help
preserve the original feel of this route. 7
bolts to a two bolt anchor.
The Seam M6
This climb is the obvious crack on the wall
near the middle of the pond. It starts out
on the ice and follows the seam to the
anchors below the lip. This is a great climb
to get the feeling for traditionally protected
mixed climbs. The seam requires lots of
torqueing and slotting of your picks. 8
bolts to a two bolt anchor below the lip.
Turf Wars M5
This is a great climb for someone looking
to break into mixed climbing. There are
many ledges to stand on and rest or plan

the next few moves. It is located in the corner to the right of the pond. The climb starts out with a
small section of ice that requires true mixed climbing. This is the definite crux of the route and
can be strenuous and overhanging depending on the amount of ice and how it has formed. In
some conditions, the start can feel more like an M7. After you have pulled over the first ledge,
the rest of the route is drytooling/turftooling. The climb is made up of lots of dirt and moss. It
should not be climbed unless the dirt and moss is frozen. 10 bolts to a two bolt anchor just
below the lip.
Soggy Bottom Boys
This is another climb that should only be climbed when completely frozen. It is the corner left of
the rock climbs Sigma and Nexus. 9 bolts to a two bolt anchor
Sax Wall/Muskrat Love Wall
The Sax Wall is a small wall with a few great moderate rock climbs that can also be dry tooled.
All of the climbs but one are sport climbs and all of the
climbs can be accessed from above for toproping. The
routes are listed from left to right.
Easy Sax is the Best Sax 5.8+
The farthest left climb on the Sax Wall. 7 bolts
A Little Spicy 5.10a
Body and Soul 5.10a
Morphine 5.9
Sax-a-holic 5.10
Multiple Sax Partners 5.11
No Such Thang 5.10b
Crack With No Name 5.9
A crack that starts on the far right of the wall and
diagonals up left.

Carter Stritch Drytooling on the Sax Wall. Photo: Martin Asao

Restaurants
Sandstone
Amy’s Country Café
420 Main St.
Sandstone, MN 55072
320-245-2481
Sprouts on 5th
421 Commercial Ave N
Sandstone, MN 55072
(320) 245-9911
Subway (Chris’ Food Center)
320 MN-123
Sandstone, MN 55072
(320) 245-0400

Bars
Sandstone
Rich’s Bar
1038 MN-23
Sandstone, MN 55072
(320) 245-2741
The Gas Light
306 Main St
Sandstone, MN 55072
the-gas-light.com
(320) 216-7630

Gear Shops
Twin Cities
Midwest Mountaineering
309 Cedar Ave. S
Minneapolis, MN 55454

612-339-1077
REI Bloomington
750 W American Blvd
Bloomington, MN 55420
952-884-4315
REI Maple Grove
11581 Fountains Drive
Maple Grove, MN 55369
763-493-7861
REI Roseville
1955 County Rd. B2 W
Roseville, MN 55113
651-635-0211

Lodging
Sandstone
Americas Best Value Inn
60671 MN-23
Finlayson, MN 55735
(320) 245-5284
Audubon Center
54165 Audubon Dr.
Sandstone, MN 55072
320-245-2648

Equipment Rental
Sandstone
Hard Water Sports
105 1st Street
Sandstone, MN 55072
651-302 -1774
HardWaterSports@gmail.com
Duluth

UMD RSOP
1216 Ordean Court
153 Sports and Health Center
Duluth, MN 55812
218-726-6134
Twin Cities
U of M Outdoor Recreation
900 University Ave SE
Suite 68
Minneapolis, MN 55455
612-625-8790
Vertical Endeavors – St. Paul
855 Phalen Blvd
Saint Paul, MN 55106
651-776-1128

